DRAKE NEIGHBORHOOD DINING

A - Drake West Village
   *Haiku
   *Starbucks
   *Subway
B - Cowles Library
   *Cowles Café
C - Gazali's
D - Jimmy John's
E - China Place
F - Planet Sub
G - Hoshi Sushi
H - Plaza Foods
I - Drake Diner
J - Woody's Smoke Shack
K - McDonald's
L - Paul Revere Pizza
M - Jethro's BBQ
N - KFC/Taco Bell
O - The Library Cafe
P - Snookies Malt Shop
Q - Dahl's
R - Chef's Kitchen
S - Godfather's Pizza
T - Friedrich's Coffee
U - Hy-Vee
V - Hong Kong Chinese
W - Louie's Wine Dive
X - Papa Johns
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